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Abstract 
In recent years, linguists and stylistics experts have become aware of the significance of lexical arrangement as a 
means of ascertaining and exploring the organization of concepts in the mind. The researchers argue that analyzing 
lexical items in terms of their literariness and interrelationships in semantic space makes the lexicon of a language 
doubly meaningful. However, there are not many studies in literary translations focusing on literariness in terms 
of lexicon on the translated works of Persian literary translators. More specifically, not a single research has been 
done on aspects of literariness in Nietzsche’s translated works in Iran using the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes 
until today.p Therefore, this research is an attempt to contribute to Persian literary translation by providing insights 
regarding choice of literary words used by the two Persian translators of Nietzscheʼs Thus Spoke Zarathustra. This 
research revealed that Dariyoush Ashouri not only has had a better choice of literary words, but he has managed 
to approach Nietzsche’s poetic language in arrangement of the words. Rahim Gholami has employed the common 
and available words for translation. Consequently, Ashouri’s translation is considered far more literary than 
Gholami’s translation, because of his wide range of literary words.  
Keywords: Literariness, Lexicon, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Jakobson, Nietzsche. 
 
1. INTRDUCTION 
From ancient time up to now, there have been debates about translation. According to Mashhady et al. (2015) 
translation has been regarded as a multi -faceted phenomenon by many scholars. Translation is “the replacement 
of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an equivalent text in a second language” (Nida 
& Taber, 1969; Hartmann & Stock, 1972, cited in Bell, 1991).  
To many, it is a waste of time to define literature, for everybody knows what literature is. Obviously, it is 
prose like novels and short stories, poetry, and drama. Ghazala (2014) states “other definition of literature were in 
terms of  creativity, subject matter, symbolism, figurativeness, transcendentalism, essence, aesthetics and estranges 
and peculiar language that is deviant from ordinary language of daily use” (p. 2). (see Eagleton, 1983, ch. 1; Wales, 
1989, p. 279; Wellek, 1982, ch. 1; Williams, 1976/1983; Ghazala, 2012, ch. 1; and others). 
Ovský (1970) argued that literary language is “an aesthetically purposeful distortion of standard language” 
such that literature foregrounds its language, that is, it calls attention to itself through it forms. Many theoreticians 
(Mukařovský among them) identify foregrounding with deviation as a feature of poetic language. Deviations from 
the norm do not only create “hindrances” while reading the text, but also signal the author’s/ speaker’s 
intensific4ation of the thought and the foregrounding of the expressed idea. Deviant foregrounded language 
elements may represent various categories of deviation: a) grammatical (morphological/syntactical) b) 
phonological, c) mixing of register, and d) lexico-semantic. As often as not, several kinds of deviation or all of 
them occur simultaneously at the syntagmatic or paradigmatic level. 
Style, for many critics as Nowottny (1962), is effectively language manipulated in ways that signal it as 
different from ordinary language. Shklovsky (1917) emphasizes that, what creates a literary text is literary 
language and what creates this language is a procedure he calls defamiliarization. By defamiliarization, he means 
that art changes our habits and foreignizes any familiar thing before us.  
According to Safavi (2012) Jakobson believed that whatever happens in literature is grounded in language 
and for the same reason, performance study of language system units in the text must be considered in literature 
study and any emotional quality must be set aside. Based on this view, in their study, Jakobson and Jakubinsky 
were after examining types of phonotactics, phonetic repetitions, how to use pause and stress, different word usages 
and other functions of language units in literary texts, in order to determine how and according to which formal 
criteria an automata language is turned into literary language. Safavi (2012) notes we are going to skip the automata 
language and move toward literary language. For this purpose, we can use two processes of selection and 
combination. He adds Jakobson points out two metaphoric and metonymic processes that the former acts on 
paradigmatic axis and the latter on syntagmatic axis. Therefore, we can find why Jakobson has been merely looking 
for the type of “selection” and “combination” of the signs, because he thought this was the only way to find how 
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the “literary language” is created (Safavi, 2012).  
 
2. WHAT IS LITERARINESS? 
The notion of literariness was developed in the works of early Russian Formalists. In 1921, Jakobson made the 
following statement: “The subject of literary science is not literature but literariness, i.e. that which makes a given 
work a literary work” (Hawthorn, 1998, p. 184). The aim of specifying the notions imaginative literature and 
literariness has been on the agenda of literary investigations since the end of the twentieth century. Some scholars 
associate literariness with a special kind of literary discourse. Thus, T. Todorov (1981) discusses literariness in 
terms of poetics and establishes a link between interpretation and science in the field of literary studies. He sees 
literariness as the properties of literary discourse. 
 
2.1 INDICATORS OF LITERARINRSS 
The phenomenon of literariness in a literary work is based on textual and contextual linguistic and stylistic features. 
They manifest themselves in foregrounding, metaphoricity and deviation from the literary norm. These textual 
features are observed in non-literary texts as well, but in literature, they are characterized by higher frequency and 
density of use. Literary texts contain features that stand out from ordinary language use __or are “foregrounded” 
(a term from Mukařovský, 1932/1964). There are several indicators of literariness. These indicators, a) literary 
style of the text, b) defamiliarization, c) deviation from standard norms, d) literary device, and e) lexical, seem 
proper for identify the literariness of the text. This research was set to literariness by Jakobson’s theory of two 
axes and limited its scope to the choice of literary words. We could have worked in field of grammar too but we 
limited the research to the field of words specifically the vocabulary selection field. 
 
3. LITERARY LANGUAGE AND LITERARINESS 
Yau-hau Tse (2011) states literary language refers to a particular language or language variety used in literature. 
It also refers to a type of language—a style or mode of expression associated with literary genres such as poetry, 
narrative fiction or drama. The Formalists were the pioneers who examined the idea of deviance. They equated 
literary language with deviation, and claimed that it is used in a particular way and set off in contrast with the 
normal use of language. Ghazala (2014) asserts they did not elaborate what the norm of language use could 
precisely be. Different terms were used by them to define deviation such as estranging of language, foregrounding, 
defamiliarization, and automatization vs. de-automatization of ordinary Language (see Carter, 1979; Ghazala, 
1987 & 2011; Wales, 1989/2001; Simpson, 2004). Among the obvious shortcomings of the formalists’ perspective 
of literary language was that they identified it with poetry to the neglect of other types like prose and drama 
(Ghazala, 2014). 
Blake (1983) assumed an understanding of “literariness” when he talked about the difference between 
poetic imagery and flat language. Carter and Nash (1983) addressed this issue very thoroughly in a paper entitled 
Language and literariness. They argue that to polarize language as either literary or non-literary leads to the 
assigning of values to particular kinds of language, valorizing the literary against the non-literary (Carter & Nash, 
1983). Hadigheh (2013) expresses an alternative to this, they suggest, is that language should be seen in terms of 
a gradation or “cline”, which makes it possible to find elements of literariness in languages which would usually 
be defined as ordinary/non-literary.  
 
4. RONALD CARTERʼS MODELS OF LITERARINESS 
Carter (1999) identifies three models of literariness: two established models which he refers to as an inherency 
model and a sociocultural model; and a more recent cognitive model.  
The inherency model sees literariness as embedding in certain formal properties of language. Literary 
language is regarded as distinct from more practical uses of language in that language itself is highlighted. 
Jakobson (1960) perceives this as the poetic function of language, where there is a “focus on the message for its 
own sake” (p. 356). Yau-hau Tse (2011) believes this property of language may also be termed as self-referential—
where language is referring to partly to itself and not simply to entities in the external world that are the object of 
discussion.  
A sociocultural model sees literariness as socially and culturally determined: for example, drawing attention 
to the fact that conceptions of literature vary historically and culturally. Eagleton (1996) argues that there is nothing 
distinctive about literary language; any text can be seen as literature if it is defined as such by institutions or if 
people read it as such. Yau-hau Tse (2011) adds anthropological studies of literary performances in various cultural 
contexts also tend to take a sociocultural view on literariness. Many studies focus on performance in its traditional 
literary or theatrical sense, to include public displays of artistic activity that are responded to aesthetically by an 
audience, such as story-telling, song, dance or drama (Yau-hau Tse, 2011). 
The cognitive model relates literary language to mental processes. Tannen’s (1989) suggestion that 
linguistic repetition derives from a basic human drive to repeat is a kind of cognitive argument. Cook (1994) argues 
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that literary texts have an effect on the mind, helping us think in new ways and “refreshing and changing our 
mental representations of the world” (p. 4). According to Yau-hau Tse (2011) such benefits are not, however, 
confined to established literature. Cook (2000) has similar things to say about everyday creativity or play with 
language. Similarly, Gibbs (1994) claims that human language and human understanding are often metaphorical, 
and that literary metaphor carries on and extends everyday metaphorical notions.  
Carter and Nash (1990) also define several standards of literariness, such as ‘Medium Dependence’, ‘re-
registration’, ‘Interactions of Levels: Semantic Density’, ‘Polysemy’, ‘Displaced Interaction’, and ‘Discourse 
Patterning’. For example, ‘Interactions of Levels’, which they regard as the most significant standard, means that 
a variety of levels of text, such as semantic, phonetic and syntactic ones, interact to reinforce meanings in texts 
and to emphasize the theme of the work (pp. 38-42).  
   
5. LITERARY LANGUAGE AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
Mashhady et al. (2015, p. 58) state “some scholars believe that translation is an expression of what has been said 
in SL into TL by preserving semantic and stylistic equivalence” (see Bell, 1991; Hatim & Munday, 2004; Munday, 
2001; Larson, 1998; Catford, 1965). Due to the fact that literary translation copes with different modes of 
expression, it is known as one of the critical areas in translation studies. Landers (2001) defines literary translation 
in terms of uniqueness and creativity, describing it as “the most demanding type of translation”.  
Considering the fact that the difference of language systems imposes a certain effect on features of literary 
texts in different areas, the translator requires knowledge of the nuances and skill to interpret correctly all the 
shades of meaning of these texts. Moreover, when translators face a difficulty in translation, they try to find 
adequate strategies to deal with it. The researcher believed that literature has a lot to say, because as Carter and 
McRae (1996) point out, literature gives us the opportunity to deal with complexities and subtleties which are not 
always present in other sort of texts. Through the present study, the researcher wish to find out whether or not 
Nietzsche’s text would retain its artistic value and poetic language when translated into Persian. To this end, the 
researcher decided to examine Nietzsche’s “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”, and compared it with its Persian equivalents 
to see whether its literariness are preserved in the translations. The texts are analyzed and compared based on 
lexicon. The main purpose of this research was; therefore, to identify, compare and analyze the lexicon in the 
translations based on Jakobson’s theory of axes and see which translation is approaching Nietzscheʼs highly 
literary style. 
 
6. FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE AND HIS THUS SPOKE ZARATHUSTRA 
Daniel Came (2014) asserts that more recently, Brian Leiter, in his landmark Nietzsche on Morality, has argued 
that Nietzsche deserves recognition as a leading philosophical naturalist and to be “a live participant in 
contemporary debates” in ethics (Leiter & Sinhababu, 2007, p. 2). Ludovici (1909) states the truth is that although 
“Thus Spoke Zarathustra” is considered as Nietzsche’s literary masterpiece, it is by no means his first work the 
study of which a beginner must undertake. He asserts the author (Nietzsche) himself speaks of this work as being 
the most profound work ever presented to German public and he speaks about necessities of recognizing this work 
in any other part of his other writings. Doostdar (cited in Asadi, 2014) claims that Nietzsche’s “Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra” is one of the masterpieces in German literature, in terms of sharpness and mobility of meaning and 
agility of expression and style flexibility. 
 
7. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The present study was designed to provide answers to the following questions: 
1. To what extent have the Persian translators been able to approach and preserve the literary aspects of Nietzsche’s 
book “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” in their Persian translations according to Roman Jakobson’s syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic axis? 
2. Why Ashouriʼs translation is much more appealing than Gholamiʼs? 
 
8. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Jakobson’s (1956) theory of axes was chosen for this study. However, the part which is related to vocabulary was 
selected in the research. Jakobson’s syntagmatic axis moves from left to right __across the sentence __so that the 
linguistic elements are related contiguously. They are all present and they are ordered according to grammatical 
construction, in Saussurian terms, as parole. The paradigmatic axis dips downwards into the absent pool of 
substitutions, similarities and differences available by virtue of la langue, the linguistic system. An utterance thus 
encodes meaning through selection from the paradigmatic axis and combination on the Syntagmatic one. The two 
axes thus together allow addressees to understand an utterance by decoding the sentence on the combination axis 
with unconscious reference to the selection one. Every item of language has a paradigmatic relationship with every 
other item which can be substituted for it (such as cat with dog), and a syntagmatic relationship with items which 
occur within the same construction (for example, in The cat sat on the mat, cat with the and sat on the mat). 
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9. DATA ANALYSIS 
This research was a descriptive and comparative corpus-based study attempting to analyze source text and target 
text of the selected corpus within the framework. Based on the model, the sentences showing literary elements are 
determined in the original text and then they are compared with the two translations to show if the Persian 
translators have been able to approach and preserve the literary aspects of Nietzscheʼs “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”.  
 
9.1 CHOICE OF LITERARY WORDS 
According to Sanchez (2009), “if any kind of translation implies a challenge, in the case of literary translation the 
challenge is ever greater because the translator has to contend not only with semantic problems but also with the 
stylistic connotations inseparable from the content which will demand a constant and painful process of decision 
making”. When one choose a word they do more than name an object, person or situation, they also convey feelings about 
what are being described. Feeling is an important part of meaning. Every translation is an interpretative act, as well as 
a creative one. Translators read the original piece and try to work out what it’s doing, what’s important that’s going 
on. They are constantly making choices about which elements of a text to preserve and foreground, and which to 
sacrifice. 
The choice of word, just as its name implies, is the choice and use of word, which is the first to be affected in 
translation. Translators must think about the meaning carefully, and find the corresponding expression in target 
language. The connotation of words always means its emotion, stylistic meaning and figurative meaning, etc. 
Different cultural backgrounds cause different social attitudes; people in different cultures may have different 
recognition in one thing. If translators do not take these aspects into account, apply the thoughts and pattern of target 
language, they are probably to cause misunderstanding. Thus, some words with the same literal meaning may have 
different association and adjustment in different languages.  
In one word, if translator want to be smooth and fluent in translation, the choice of word is very important. 
Translators must choose the correct word according to the theme of the text, its style and target readers, to make 
translation appropriate and concise. Sure, in translation, everything changes. Every word or phrase; every syllable, 
for that matter, will be different from the original text. This means there will be additions, of course, but it will also 
draw attention to certain things in the original. 
The translators are in a position to explore how they function as participants in clauses as parts of those worlds. 
The problem arises when most of literary works translated to Persian cannot evoke the same reaction in the target 
language as it did in its original form in the source language. Safavi (2012) states some units are “selected” in each 
language level and “combined” with each other to produce a unit from a higher level. These “selections” and 
“combinations” obey rules called language construction rules. Collections of human creations, and in general, all 
human creativities are limited to performance of these two “selection” and “combination” processes (Safavi, 2012). 
We can claim that author of a literary text selects the language signs and puts them in a combination with each other 
in a way that the resulting chain does not belong to the world of realities around us.  
Paradigmatic relation enables the writer to select among the words collection, those words which fit the 
structure, and the selected words will be put together in a vertical linear direction to create a new written composition. 
Each word in a structure transfers meanings it does not transmit in another structure. A word is selected based on 
structure’s atmosphere and its semantic content and some words are replaced with the others in order to convey 
the meaning intended by the author. Finding the original meanings of the words and achieving a coherent structure 
and proper understanding of semantic relations are the major reasons for importance and impact of paradigmatic 
and syntagmatic relations.  Paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes are like the warps and wefts which have created 
structure and context of the word in a specific semantic field and they should be compatible in order to be 
understood.  
In the following examples, vocabulary selection by the two translators has been studied. Those parts of texts 
which appear in underline are the ones researcher wanted to pay particular attention to and focus on. For better 
understanding of the two translators’ styles, paying attention to type of the grammar and arrangement of the words 
is necessary. In these examples, not only Ashouri has had a better choice of word, but he has managed to approach 
Nietzsche’s poetic language in arrangement of the words and syntax of the sentences. 
1. “To my goal I will go__ on my own way; over those who hesitate and lag behind I shall leap. Thus let my going 
be their going under.” (p. 24) 
 :یرSTآ VWXYZ ِ\]^_  ار a]Sb\cYd eھاSb gh  ِزاYc زا .ajh رد a]Sb ِهار ون^jopَرِد  وآ rZن^]^s tjuX eھاSbYv .اد^v !tT^v ن^pآ rِxcراYc Vy 
 ص)34(  
  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ Vvفtھ  دSbtjsر eھاSb زا  ؛دYy eھاSb ل^pد ار a]Sb هار ،Yjb^Zن^dty  زا وناورty د^xcا eھاSb SX .t]راov  Vy
ص) !tT^v ^ھ نآ لوp XS{ r{ \cYjh48(  
  
2. Once the spirit was God, then he became man, and now he even becomes rabble. Whoever writes in blood and 
aphorisms does not want to be read but to be learned by heart. (p. 40) 
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یر^dزور :یرSTآ VWXYZ»ن^X «b Vv نSyا و tT ن^pا sو دSvاt^_S_ g{ لtv و نSb ^v Vy نآ .دSTV]Sd r]d  Vy tھاSp ،t]Sp g{
VxTSpی^ھ ص) .tT^v VxTادYَv زاtھاSb g{ v ،tpاSv ار شا52(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZg{ ر^WT Vv اtb ،حور gp^{ز ترS Vv gx نSyا و tT بS{ ن^pا s ،t{آهدSZمدY{ زا g] رد نSb ^v Vy gy .\sا هt{آ
نآ ردو VxTSp ار g^{ زا ^ھWا بY g]^ھgWp \sا هدYv هYuvg{ Vv دST هtpاSb a^{ Vy tھاSbنآ tھاSb .ty Yَv زا مدY{ ار ^ھ
)78-79(  
3. Everything about it is false; it bites with stolen teeth, and bites easily. Even its entrails are false. (p. 49) 
j VWھ :یرSTآ VWXYZ- شاrj_ورد  r]ا .\sاtpdِرSp^Xناtpد ^v هg{ \sا هt]دزد Vy g]^ھ .دdVpورtpا ص) .\sا rj_ورد jp شا61(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ \ود j VWھ{ غورد ناtpد ^v \ود ؛\sاg{ یدزد هدروآ \sد Vv یدزد هار زا Vy g]^ھ و ty^d یدSXS{هtpYjd ز  .\sا
 gxهدورeT ی^ھ rj_ورد jp \ود  gx) .txھدSXو م^WZ  ص) (\sا rj_ورد \ود94( 
4. Let woman be a plaything, pure and fine, like a gem, irradiated by the virtues of a world that has not yet arrived. 
(p. 66) 
V ]ز^v نز :یرSTآ VWXYZ و ک^h د^v یا نS Wھ ،¢]YظیYھSd ،ن^bر \j¤c زا ص) .\jp ر^y رد زSھ Vy gp^uX ِی^ھ78(  
  
 :g{|_ VWXYZV ]ز^v نز Vy t]راoveھ j¥p و ¢]Yظ g] نS¦sgxWj§ ی^ھ  و tT^vabرد \j¤c VxTاد ار r]SZ ل^ ردو g]^jpد ی^ھ
ص) .tT^v124(  
5. And most recently I heard him say this: “God is dead; God died of his pity for man.” (p. 90) 
و :یرSTآ VWXYZ ajh یt  :\¥d Vy مtjT»اtb .\yُ اروا ن^pا Vv اtb eِر .\sا هدY{ « ص)103( 
 :g{|_ VWXYZgdز^Z Vv ".\sا هدY{ دراد Yv Vv \p Vy gWYZ \ª Vv .\sا هدY{ اtb ":ما هtjT rW]Yھا زا ار gp^s rj ص) 161(  
6. You are no eagles: hence you have never experienced the happiness that is in the terror of the spirit. And he 
who is not a bird should not build his nest over abysses. (p. 105) 
 ور r]ازا ،tjxjp ب^«ª :یرSTآ VWXYZ ِg{^yد^T ساYھن^X ِی^ھ  ارS{ز^jpهدt]ا ِزاYc Yv Vy ًVِv ن^Wھ \jp هtpYh Vy نآ .ک^®{َ^ھ ن^jTآ  .دز^p
 ص)118(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ dYھ یور r]زا ،tjxjp ب^«ªتد^¯s یYc ساYھ  ارهدYp VvY°Zt]ا ی±^v Yv t]^p ،\jp هtpYh Vy gy .ه^oZYh^ھ r{ 
 ص) .t]d186(  
7. Well then, here are my foothills and there the sea: that rolls toward me, shaggy, flattering, the faithful old 
hundred-headed canine monster that I love. (p. 188) 
 \s^X r]ا !یر^v :یرSTآ VWXYZ¦sَ ِزSh g{ r{ ِیSs Vv Vy ،^]رد \s^X نآ و r{tx_ r]ا ؛سSh^ ِیS{ هtjوژ r]ا ،راد^cو Yِjh r]ا ،os^ر-
Ysَtَ ِی±Sjھ Vy ،g{ \sودمرادشا ص) .204(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ ^X r]ا ،بSb ر^jvV_^{د  نS ^]رد .\s^]رد ^X نآ و r{\sا Ys t یاراد و tp^{ ¦s g]±Sjھ  و راد^cو و Yjh Vy درS{
\sا r{ V§|ª ³WZ و eھYv و eھرد و Yvز ی^ھS{ ^v ون^]Sd .tx_ g{ r{ یSs Vv ناjb و ن^xcا  ص)316(  
8. From high mountains cast down your glittering mocking laughter! (p. 240) 
 :یرSTآ VWXYZ ِه^«uَ§  ِن^bَر  ِYosScا  tv ِهSy زا ار a]SbrcاوYc ص) !258(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ ،tv ی^ھ هSy ی±^v زاهtb apزYs و د^«xpا زا Yh  Vy اردSbtbرد g{  rj]^h \Ws VvYhry ب^Z ص) .392(  
9. These should be slaughtered quickly and prepared tastily with sage: I love it that way. (p. 285) 
 :یرSTآ VWXYZ»r]ا^v و t]Yُv Ys دوز t]^v ار ^ھ یSs r]ا r{ :\h و دز gT^ ص) .مراد g{ \sود VpSd304(  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ  ejy g{"ارSc ^ھ هYv r]ا gT^ ندوcا ^v وgd e]Y{  ص) .مراد V§|ª نآ Vv Vy \sا g]ا_ r]ا ،یرآ .e]h g{458(  
10. Such nourishment, to be sure, may not be suitable for children or for nostalgic old and young little females. 
Their entrails are persuaded in a different way; I am not their physician and teacher.  (p. 311) 
 :یرSTآ VWXYZ»gvن^Wd gyارSb rj ، ِدرSb رد Vp  ِناSX و Yjh ِ ن^pز Vp \sا ن^yدSyک^sSھ اY]ز .Vpورtpا ِی Yo]د gھار Vv ار ن^]ا
هtp^ytpا r{ .jط  ص) .exjp ن^pآ ِر^dزS{آ و334  (  
 :g{|_ VWXYZ g]ا_ rjW{µ^Sy یاYv" ناYxbد یاYv rj eھ و ن^yدt{وزرآاSb ،ه  ناSX ^] tT^v Yjh\jp s^{ .eT و ^ھ هدور pآ ن^
 t]^v یYo]د هSp Vv ارtjy ¶p^§ و j_YZ r{ .·Th  ص) .exjp ن^pآ ر^dزS{آ و496(  
  
10. DISCUSSION 
The translator must use his art and skills to reconcile the target reader to the writer; a very difficult job that Ashouri 
has managed to do. In addition to complexity of philosophical texts, Nietzsche’s detailed knowledge of ancient 
languages has made his prose cryptic. Religiosity and ultra-thoughts in philosophy do not leave him. The ability 
to substitute one word with others always informs the meaning of the original word. The two modes of arrangement 
(combination, selection) align with Jakobson’s twin axes of language. In combination, linguistic units are related 
by contiguities, and reside on the syntagmatic axis. In selection, linguistic units are related by similarities, and 
reside on the associative or paradigmatic axis. 
Ashouri, in preface of his “Thus Spoke Zarathustra’s” third edition, states that he has edited the translation 
once again in summer 1976 and has adapted it with the original German text and also, its English translation by 
Walter Kaufmann, which Ashouri believes it to be the best available English translation of the text, and he has 
created the necessary reforms both in terms of consistence with the text and fluency and adornment of the Persian 
prose. There are lots of significant and remarkable points in study of the book “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” translated 
by Ashouri among which we can mention the margins of translation. In “Thus Spoke Zarathustra”, Ashouri has 
created coinages such as /ن^pاYvا/, /ک^{ژد/,   /داز rjh/ , etc., and has taken lots of words from ancient writing of 
Persian literature like  /نtjcYs/and /هtyژ/. Ashouri has brought several coinages in this book. Some of the words 
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exist in Persian writing but considering today’s Persian language, they are used in new meanings; although, in 
some of these words we cannot certainly say whether they have been built before him or not. Ashouri has both 
tried to take the text closer to the source time and to promote these words as a translator in order to use Persian 
words instead of foreign equivalents. The translator must use his art and skills to reconcile the target reader to the 
writer; a very difficult job that Ashouri has managed to do. 
 
11. CONCLUSION 
What we explored here is the relationship between literariness and translation. In other words, we look into the 
problem whether literariness is by itself a criterion of a quality translation. The issue is not selecting the right 
words. Aesthetics is the whole issue. The main purpose of this research was to find out the literary aspects which 
were used in the mentioned book, “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” and then to investigate literary differences in the 
two translations of the same book if the translators have used the same elements to represent aesthetics in the 
translated works. 
Some scholars (Bassnett-McGuire, Catford, Brislin) suggest that a good piece of translation should be a 
strict reflection of the style of the original text while some others (Gui, Newmark, Wilss) consider the original 
text untranslatable unless it is reproduced. Opposing views by different critics suggest that translation is still a 
challenging issue. It has been acknowledged that every act of reading is a kind of interpretation and decoding of 
the text. Traditionally, transferring an author’s meaning, translators should recognize the text style. When 
translators analyze the text style, they need examining linguistic and paralinguistic choices such as sentence 
structure, diction, and tone which are connected with meaning. Indeed, familiarity with these aspects of style 
makes it feasible for translators to have a better understanding of the text.  
As we discussed, translation has been typically seen as an act of creation and reproduction rather than 
replacement of the SL with some equivalents in the TL. “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” is a difficult book to translate. 
With a traditional philosophical text the translator’s conscience is driven by accuracy, and when in doubt the 
translator will be as literal as possible. While it is an undeniably philosophical work, it is also a work of literature. 
Literature does not have only a sense, it also has a sound. That Nietzsche, like Kierkegaard, the German Romantics, 
and many of the twentieth-century Existentialists, thought philosophy and literature were ultimately inseparable 
arts only further complicates the translator’s task.  
Ashouri and Gholamiʼs translations have many things in common. Gholami did not follow Nietzsche’s 
style and poetic language. Ashouriʼs style is more appealing, and his style has the added virtue of following the 
way Nietzsche does it. He made “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” more readable. The Ashouriʼs translation strikes the 
researcher as somewhat more self-consciously literary in its aspirations, and in that way it is perhaps closer to 
Nietzsche’s tone. Moreover, Ashouri’s translation shows many of Nietzsche’s stylistic strengths. In this research 
vocabulary selection by the two translators was studied. For better understanding of the two translators’ styles, 
paying attention to type of the grammar and arrangement of the words is necessary. This research revealed that 
Ashouri not only has had a better choice of literary words, but he has managed to approach Nietzsche’s poetic 
language in arrangement of the words and syntax of the sentences. So, Ashouri’s translation with his wide range 
of literary words is more literary than Gholami’s work. 
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